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Abstract
For nonnegative matrices A, the well known Perron–Frobenius theory studies the spectral
radius ρ(A). Rump has offered a way to generalize the theory to arbitrary complex matrices.
He replaced the usual eigenvalue problem with the equation |Ax| = λ|x| and he replaced
ρ(A) by the signed spectral radius, which is the maximum λ that admits a nontrivial solution
to that equation. We generalize this notion by replacing the linear transformation A by a map
f : Cn → R whose coordinates are seminorms, and we use the same definition of Rump for
the signed spectral radius. Many of the features of the Perron–Frobenius theory remain true in
this setting. At the center of our discussion there is an alternative theorem relating the inequal-
ities f (x)  λ|x| and f (x) < λ|x|, which follows from topological principals. This enables
us to free the theory from matrix theoretic considerations and discuss it in the generality of
seminorms. Some consequences for P-matrices and D-stable matrices are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Let A be nonnegative matrix. In the Perron–Frobenius theory one is interested in
the dominant eigenvalue ρ = ρ(A) of A. Some well known properties of ρ are: (i) ρ
is a nonnegative number which corresponds to a nonnegative eigenvector. (ii) ρ is the
largest number λ, such that there exists a nonzero vector v with |Av|  λ|v|. Here
and throughout, absolute values and inequalities of vectors are taken componentwise.
(iii) If B is a principal submatrix of A, denoted by B  A, then ρ(B)  ρ(A). (iv)
If ρ(A) is strictly bigger than ρ(B) for all B  A, then ρ corresponds to a strictly
positive eigenvector of A and it is a simple eigenvalue. (v) ρ = 0 if and only if
A is permutationally similar to an upper triangular nilpotent matrix. (vi) There are
min–max formulas that characterize ρ via the Collatz–Wielandt ratios.
Suppose now that A is a general square matrix over F = R or C. Rump [4,5,6]
has defined the signed spectral radius of A as
ρF (A) := max
S
ρF0 (SA), (1.1)
where S runs through the set of all the signature matrices over F and where ρF0 (A)
is the maximal eigenvalue over F . In the case where F = R and where there is
no real eigenvalue we set ρF0 (A) = 0. Rump shows that ρF (A) as defined above
satisfies similar properties to (i)–(vi). There are a few differences that result from
the fact that A is no longer nonnegative. The main difference is that now there is no
generic orthant where the vector that corresponds to the maximal eigenvector occurs.
In this setting, it turns out that properly (iv) is replaced by the following property: If
ρF (A) is strictly bigger than ρF (B) for all B  A, then the eigenvalue ρ = ρF (A)
of some SA belongs to a vector whose coordinates are nonzero, and that it is the only
eigenvalue that corresponds to a vector in the same orthant. The min–max formulas
also differ slightly from those mentioned in (vi), since one has to maximize over all
the orthants. An interesting point is that when A is a real matrix, ρR(A)  ρC(A)
and the quantities need not be equal. Thus one has two distinct spectral radii that
behave like the Perron root. When A  0, then ρR(A) = ρC(A) = ρ(A) and the
theory developed by Rump reduces the the usual Perron–Frobenius theory.
Initially our work was motivated by a conjecture of Rump, which claims that for
square real matrices A with 1’s along the main shift-cycle, there exists a vector x /= 0
such that |Ax|  12 |x|. (Originally we looked at another version of this conjecture
that was proven to be false.) The main question that concerned us was how to prove
the existence of such a vector x. Our thought was that the existence of x should fol-
low from topological principles, in the same way that Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem
is an outcome of topological principles. This turned out to be true and we were able
to prove the following theorem, which we shall call the Special Alternative Theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let A ∈ Mn(F) be any matrix and let λ  0. Then precisely one of
the following two conditions must hold:
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I. There exists a nonzero vector x ∈ Fn such that |Ax|  λ|x|.
II. In every orthant there is a vector y such that |Ay| < λ|y|.
Returning to Rump’s conjecture, to prove that there exists a nonzero vector x
such that |Ax|  |x|, one only has to find an orthant such that there is no vector y for
which |Ay| < |y|. The above theorem is only an existence result. One cannot predict
in what orthant the vector x will be. Note that this theorem does not preclude the
situation in which in the same orthant we can find nonzero vectors x and y such that
|Ax|  λ|x| and |Ay| < λ|y|.
The min–max formulas developed by Rump essentially prove this theorem. How-
ever, since our approach is topological, it emerges that Theorem 1.1 is not limited to
the context of matrices. In fact we can replace the map x → |Ax| with any function
f : Fn → Rn whose coordinates are seminorms. We call such maps vector semi-
norms. We comment that the methods used by Rump cannot be used to prove Theo-
rem 1.1 for general seminorms since they rely heavily on matrix theory, e.g. the use
of determinants.
Let f be a vector seminorm. The spectral radius of f is the maximal number
λ such that there exists a nonzero vector x ∈ Fn with f (x) = λ|x|. We denote this
spectral radius by ρF (f ). In the theory developed in this paper we prove that ρF (f )
satisfies properties similar to (i)–(vi). Notice that we need to define the analogue of
a principal submatrix. We replace the notions of an eigenvector and its eigenvalue
with the notions of signed eigenvectors and their signed eigenvalue. A signed eigen-
vector of f is a nonzero vector x such that f (x) = λ|x|. Then λ is its corresponding
eigenvalue. In the case where f (x) = |Ax|, A ∈ Mn(F), our theory reduces to the
theory of Rump.
We have generalized our theory in two different directions: I. For the F = Rp,
the set of p-real numbers, and II. for general decompositions Fn. We now explain
this in a little more detail.
I. Let p  1 be an integer. A number z ∈ C is p-real if it can be written as z =
|z|ε with εp = 1. Let Rp be the set of p-real numbers. Thus R1 = R+ and R2 =
R. We set R∞ = C. If f is a vector seminorm over Cn, we define the p spectral
radius of f , ρRp (f ) = ρp(f ) in a similar way, allowing the vector x to come from
Rnp. Then, as we shall show, all the facts corresponding to (i)–(vi) and the Special
Alternative Theorem (Theorem 1.1) generalize to this case, provided that p  2.
Thus for a specific vector seminorm f : Cn → R, there is a sequence of spectral
radii, ρp(f ) for p = 2, 3, . . . ,∞, all of which exhibit similar behavior to the Per-
ron root of a nonnegative matrix. We have not been able to understand the relation-
ship between the ρp(f )’s for different p’s, except for some obvious inequalities. If
f (x) = |Ax| for A  0, then all the spectral radii coincide and equal to the Perron
root of A.
II. The theory described so far is subject to a choice of a special basis to a vector
space, e.g. the standard basis. Suppose that F = R or C and that a decomposition
Fn = V =⊕di=1 Vi is given. We think of this decomposition as the analog of the
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standard basis. We consider vector seminorms f : V → Rd . One has to replace the
notion of an absolute value of a vector with a suitable map n : V → Rd . We define
the spectral radius of the pair (f, n) as the maximal number λ such that f (v) = λn(v)
for some nonzero v. We shall show that this spectral radius satisfies properties similar
to (i)–(vi) and we shall prove a version of the alternative theorem suitable to this
setting. This version is called the General Alternative Theorem.
Our development is a consequence of two topological principles, the Local Alter-
native Principal (LAP) and the Global Alternative Principal (GAP). The LAP deals
with situations inside a single orthant and implies properties like (ii) and (iv). The
GAP is the principle behind the alternative theorems and behind properties (iii), (v)
and (vi). The LAP is closely related to Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. It provides the
main insights to the Perron–Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices. For Rump’s
theory as well as our theory, one needs to work with the GAP.
The proofs of these two topological principals are based on cohomological argu-
ments. While the proof of the LAP is relatively simple, this is not true for the GAP.
This is a theorem about certain coverings of the projective space, and we study the
(well known) cohomology of these spaces via these coverings. Since the coverings
in question are not acyclic, one is compelled to use the tool of spectral sequences.
In the Special Alternative case we made the proof somewhat less elegant in order
to avoid the use of spectral sequences. In the General Alternative case this can no
longer be done.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give the basic definitions
and notation. Section 3 consists of some preliminary observations. In Section 4 we
state the Alternative Theorems. In Section 5 we prove the results that are implied by
the Alternative Theorems. In Section 6 we state the topological principals alluded to
above and deduce from them the Alternative Theorems. In Section 7 we prove the
Alternative Theorems. In Section 8 we summarize some background material needed
to prove our topological theorems and give references for the readers that would like
to gain more insight. In Section 9 we prove the topological results.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we shall adopt the convention that functions of one var-
iable, binary operators, and binary relations are extended to vectors and matrices
in the componentwise sense, unless it is clear otherwise. For example A = (ai,j ) 
f (A) means ai,j  f (ai,j ), for all i and j . For a matrix A, let σ(A) denote its
spectrum and ρ(A) its spectral radius.
Let 1  p ∞ be an integer. Let µp be the group of pth roots of unity. We
set µ∞ to be the whole circle group. A complex number z is p-real if it can be
represented as z = |z|ε, where ε ∈ µp. Let Rp ⊂ C be the set of p-real numbers.
Hence, R1 = R+, R2 = R, and R∞ = C. Throughout the paper we shall use the
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letter F to denote the set Rp, for a various integer p  2. A seminorm over F = Rp
is a map ϕ : Rnp → R+ satisfying:
ϕ
(∑
i
cixi
)

∑
i
|ci |ϕ(xi), for ci ∈ Rp and xi ∈ Rnp, whenever defined.
A vector seminorm is a function f : Fn → Rr such that each component fi is a
seminorm. We shall sometimes call vector seminorms just seminorms. When F is a
field, we shall also consider seminorms and vector seminorms over abstract vector
spaces over F . To each vector seminorm f : Fn → Rr we assign a matrix called its
comparison matrix, M(f ) ∈ Mr,n(R+), which is defined by the formula: M(f )i,j =
fi(ej ), where ej is the j th standard vector. Important examples of vector seminorms
are the maps fA(x) = |Ax| for a matrix A ∈ Mr,n(C) and x ∈ Fn. We shall call
these matrix seminorms. Clearly M(fA) = |A|.
To each vector seminorm f we shall assign an operator norm, once we are given
vector norms ‖ · ‖ on the domain and the range. Define,
‖f ‖F = max
0 /=x∈Fn
‖f (x)‖
‖x‖ . (2.1)
The existence of this norm is obvious from the continuity and homogeneity of f .
This notion may well depend on the choice of the scalar set F = Rp.
Definition 2.1. Assume now that r = n. Let f be a vector seminorm on Fn = Rnp.
The signed spectral radius of f is defined by
ρp(f ) = ρF (f ) = max
{
λ  0|∃x ∈ Rnp, x /= 0, f (x) = λ|x|
}
. (2.2)
The maximum clearly exists because one may restrict x to be in the (compact) unit
ball, and use the continuity of f . Every number λ is this set is called a signed eigen-
value of the map f , and the vector x associated to it by the equation f (x) = λ|x| is
called a signed eigenvector.
The reason for the terminology signed is clear because of the usage of absolute
values on the coordinates of the vector x. We follow here the terminology of Rump,
which used the term signed real(complex) spectral radius in the case of a matrix
seminorm. However, we shall often drop the phrase ‘signed’ from the terms above
because unlike Rump, we consider seminorms rather than matrices. Hence in our
setting there is no different meaning to the phrase ‘spectral radius’ as in the matrix
sense. The phrase ‘spectral radius’ of a vector seminorm will just mean the ‘signed
spectral radius’ of this vector seminorm. If A is a square matrix, we shall sometimes
write ρp(A) or ρF (A) instead of ρp(fA).
A p signature matrix S is a diagonal matrix in Mn(Rp) whose absolute value is
the identity matrix I . The S orthant is the set OS = {x ∈ Rnp|S∗x > 0}. It is clearly
an open cone.
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We now extend the definitions further. Assume now that d  n and that F = R or
C. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over F and let f : V → Rd be a vector
seminorm. We wish to define here again the spectral radius of f . For this purpose,
it will be necessary to find a suitable replacement for the absolute value of a vector.
Suppose that a decomposition
V =
d⊕
j=1
Vj ,
where dimVj > 0 is given. We denote this decomposition byV = (Vj ). AV-abso-
lute-value is a function ν : V → Rd such that
(i) ν(λv) = |λ|ν(v) for all λ ∈ F and v ∈ V ;
(ii) for all j , νj (v)  0, and an equality occurs if and only if the component of v in
Vj is 0.
We define the spectral radius of the pair (f, ν) as
ρF (f, ν) = max{λ  0|∃v /= 0f (v) = λν(v)}.
In the special case where f (x) = ν(Ax), where A ∈ Cn,n, Vj ⊆ Cn are spanned by
standard vectors and ν is formed from the euclidean norms, the quantity ρC(f, ν)
equals to what is known as the µ number, or else known as the structured singular
value. Given nonzero vj ∈ Vj and v =∑ vj , define the V-orthant Ov as the set of
all u =∑ uj , such that uj = δj vj for δj > 0.
Another quantity involved in the study of vector seminorms is the critical value.
Namely,
Definition 2.2. Let f be a vector seminorm on Fn = Rnp. The critical value of f
is the supremum λ  0 for which there exists a nonzero vector x satisfying f (x) 
λ|x|. We shall denote this value by λF (f ) = λp(f ). Similarly for a pair (f, ν) as in
above, we define the critical value λ(f, ν) to be the supremum λ for which there is a
nonzero vector v such that f (v)  λν(v).
3. Preliminary results
Throughout the section, let f be a given vector seminorm from Rnp to Rn, let
ϕ be a vector seminorm from V = Fn, with F = R or C, to Rr , and let ν be a
V-absolute-value with respect to some decomposition V of V (cf. the previous
section).
Proposition 3.1. (a) If f is defined on Cn, then ρp(f )  ρq(f ) if p divides q,
(b) limp→∞ λp(f ) = λ∞(f ).
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Proof. (a) True because Rnp ⊂ Rnq if p divides q.
(b) Let xp ∈ Rnp be the vector such that f (xp)  λp(f )|xp|. We may normalize
xp to have ‖xp‖1 = 1. Let x ∈ Cn be any partial limit of the sequence {xp}. By
the continuity of f in the standard topology, f (x)  c|x| and c is a partial limit
of {λp(f )}. This shows that lim sup λp(f )  λ∞(f ). On the other hand, let x be
a vector with f (x)  λ∞(f )|x|. By the the density of the roots of unity in the unit
circle, for every ε > 0, we can find large enough p0 such that for every p > p0, there
exists a vector x′ ∈ Rnp such that ‖x′ − x‖1 < ε‖x‖1. It follows that
fi(x
′) −fi(x − x′)+ fi(x)  −‖fi‖1‖x′ − x‖1 + fi(x)
 λ∞(f )|xi | − ε‖fi‖1‖x‖1. (3.1)
This implies that λp(f )  (1 − εmaxi ‖fi‖1‖x‖1/λp(f )) for p > p0. As p →∞
we can take ε → 0 and deduce that lim inf λp(f )  λ∞(f ). This proves our
result. 
Remark 3.2
1. One of our main results (Theorem 4.4) asserts that ρp(f ) = λp(f ). Thus part (b)
is true for spectral radii.
2. It is not true in general that if p  q, then ρp(f )  ρq(f ). For example, take
a 2 × 2 nonnegative matrix A, let S = diag(1, i) and B = SAS−1. Let f (x) =
|Bx| and g(x) = |Ax|. Then for 2p  4, ρ2p(f ) = ρ2p(g) = ρ(A). The first
equality is because S preserves the orthants of R22p. The second one follows
from our Proposition 3.4 further on. This is true also for p = ∞. For odd p,
we only get an inequality ρp(f )  ρ∞(g) = ρ4(f ). An example where there is
no equality is when one takes A =
(
1 1
1 1
)
. A direct computation shows that
ρ5(f ) = 2 + 2 sin(4π/5), while ρ4(f ) = 4.
We next relate ρp(f ) to the theory of Perron–Frobenius of matrices. For an n× n
matrix A, let ρ(A) be its spectral radius and if A is real, let ρ0(A) be its real spectral
radius, i.e. the maximum modulus of the real spectrum of A. We define ρ0(A) = 0
if the real spectrum is empty.
Proposition 3.3
ρp(f )  ρ(M(f )).
Proof. Let x be the vector such that f (x) = ρp(f )|x|. Write x =∑ xiei for the
standard decomposition. Then,
f (x) 
∑
i
|xi |f (ei ) = M(f )|x|.
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Thus M(f )|x|  ρp(f )|x|. It is well known in Perron–Frobenius theory that this
implies that ρ(M(f ))  ρp(f ) (see [1, Theorem 1.11] for example). 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that f (x) = |Ax| for an n× n matrix. Then
(a) If A is real, then
ρ2(f ) = max
S,S′∈S(R)
ρ0(S′AS) = max
S∈S(R)
ρ0(SA) = max
S∈S(R)
ρ0(AS),
where S(R) is the set of real signature matrices.
(b) If A is complex, then
ρ∞(f ) = max
S,S′∈S(C)
ρ0(S′AS) = max
S∈S(C)
ρ(SA) = max
S∈S(C)
ρ(AS),
where S(C) is the set of complex signature matrices.
(c) If A is nonnegative, then for every p  1, ρp(f ) = ρ(A).
Notice that the expressions given in (a) and (b) are the sign real (respectively
complex) spectral radius defined in Rump [5].
Proof. (a) and (b): The equation for a signed eigenvector, |Ax| = λ|x| can be rewrit-
ten as S′Ax = S−1λx for real (respectively complex) signature matrices S and S′.
Thus λ is in the real spectrum (respectively the spectrum) of S′AS. Conversely, if
SAS′y = λy for real (respectively complex) λ, then |Ax| = |λ|x for S′y = x. Thus
the left equalities in (a) and (b) are clear. The other two equalities follow from
the invariance of ρ0(−) (respectively ρ(−)) to conjugation and the closure S(R)
(respectively S(C)) under matrix multiplication.
(c): For p = 1 this is true by classical Perron-Frobenius theory, hence we assume
that p > 1. Notice that M(f ) = A. From the previous proposition one has ρ∞(f ) 
ρ(A). Clearly ρ∞(f )  ρp(f )  ρ1(f ) = ρ(A), proving (c). 
Remark 3.5. Parts (a) and (b) can be generalized to sums of ‘linear’ vector semi-
norms. Namely if f (x) =∑ |Aix|, for Ai ∈ Rn,n, then ρ2(f ) = maxSi∈S(R)
ρ(
∑
SiAi). A similar result is true for ρ∞. However, the SiAi’s cannot be re-
placed by AiSi’s any more (but one can replace Ai with AiS for a single signature
matrix).
4. The alternative theorems
The purpose of this section is to state few theorems which in our view are most
fundamental to the ‘Perron–Frobenius’ theory that we shall develop later. As was
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mentioned in the introduction, we wish to prove several facts concerning the
spectral radii ρF (f ) and ρF (f, n) that are clear analogs of well known facts from
the classical Perron–Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices. Once we have the
Alternative Theorems in our disposal, these facts will emerge almost immediately.
We will state six theorems, divided into two classes of three: The two classes are (i)
the special class and (ii) the general class. In each class we will have three theorems:
(a) The Global Alternative Theorem, (b) The Local Alternative Theorem, and (c)
A characterization of the spectral radius. The proofs will be given only later in
Section 7.
4.1. Theorems in the special class
The first theorem is the Global Special Alternative Theorem (GSAT)
Theorem 4.1. Let f be a vector seminorm on Rnp, where p  2, and suppose that
λ > 0. Then exactly one of the following two conditions must hold:
I. There exists a nonzero vector x ∈ Rnp such that f (x)  λ|x|;
II. For every signature S over Rp, there is a vector y ∈ OS such that f (y) < λ|y|.
Note that Theorem 4.1 is not true for p = 1. For example take the matrix A =(
0 2/3
−4/3 2
)
. The vectors x = (1, 2)T and y = (1, 1)T are in the positive orthant
and we have |Ax| = (4/3)|x| > |x| and |Ay| = (2/3)|y| < |y|. Theorem 4.1 fails
for the vector seminorm fA, where p = 1, because both alternatives are true. For
p = 1 only a weaker version is true, namely that one of the alternatives I or II must
hold. More precisely:
Theorem 4.2. Given a vector seminorm f : (R+)n → (R+)n, then either there is
a positive vector x  0 such that f (x)  x, or there is a positive vector y > 0 such
that f (y) < y. Possibly both alternatives happen.
Another manifestation of the fact that Theorem 4.1 fails for p = 1 is that it has
a global nature; It is not true for a specific orthant that if alternative II does not
hold for that orthant, then alternative I must hold for a vector in the closure of that
orthant. In fact we have no way of predicting the location of the vector x satisfy-
ing that f (x)  λ|x|. Its existence is merely a consequence of a topological princi-
pal (Theorem 6.4 ahead). If Theorem 4.1 were true for p = 1, it would imply the
false local claim for the positive orthant, and by this virtue to every orthant, since
every orthant can be transformed to the positive orthant by an appropriate signature
matrix.
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The following theorem gives a sufficient condition, under which the ‘orthantwise
alternative principal’ described in that last paragraph is true. We call this the Local
Special Alternative Theorem (LSAT)
Theorem 4.3 (LSAT). Let f : Rnp → Rn be a vector seminorm and suppose that λ >
0. Assume that no vector x with some coordinate xi = 0, can satisfy f (x)  λ|x|.
Then for every orthant O exactly one of the following two alternatives must hold:
I. There exists a vector x ∈ O such that f (x)  λ|x|;
II. There exists a vector y ∈ O such that f (y) < λ|y|.
Finally we state the equality of the critical value and the spectral radius.
Theorem 4.4. The critical value of a vector seminorm f : Rnp → Rn equals to its
spectral radius, even for p = 1.
What is obvious is that λp(f )  ρp(f ). The equality λp(f ) = ρp(f ), besides
being a fundamental feature in the ‘Perron–Frobenius’ theory, is the key ingredient
in proving that the spectral radius is a continuous function of f with respect to the
norm topology.
4.2. Theorems in the general class
We fix a vector space V over F = R or C of finite dimension and a direct decom-
position V =⊕di=1 Vi , such that for all i, Vi /= {0}. Let us denote this decompo-
sition by V = (Vi). Recall that we have defined the notions of a V-orthant and
a V-absolute value (see the end of §2). The following three theorems are obvious
generalizations of the Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 with respect to the decomposition
so that Vi = F ei , where ei are the standard vectors.
We now state the Global General Alternative Theorem (GGAT).
Theorem 4.5 (GGAT). Let F = R or C. Suppose that f : V → Rd is a vector
seminorm, n aV-absolute value, and λ > 0. Then one and only one of the following
two alternatives must hold:
I. There exists a nonzero vector v ∈ V such that f (v)  λn(v);
II. In every V-orthant O there is a vector w ∈ O such that f (w) < λn(w).
Remark 4.6. It is enough to prove the theorem over R. Indeed if V is a vector space
over C, then all we need is to consider V and Vj as vector spaces over R. This does
not affect f and n from being a vector seminorm and aV-absolute value, nor it does
affect the V-orthants.
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As in the Special version we have:
Theorem 4.7. Let f : V → Rd be a vector seminorm and n : V → Rd be a
V-absolute value. Then
λF (f, n) = ρF (f, n). (4.1)
Finally, we state the Local General Alternative Theorem (LGAT)
Theorem 4.8 (LGAT). Let F = R or C. Suppose that f : V → Rd is a vector semi-
norm, n is a V-absolute value, and λ > 0. Assume that there is no nonzero vector
v ∈ V, with some ni(v) = 0, such that f (v)  λn(v). Then for every V-orthant O,
exactly one of the following two alternatives hold:
I. There exists a vector v ∈ O such that f (v)  λn(v);
II. There exists a vector w ∈ O such that f (w) < λn(w).
4.3. A slight generalization
We conclude this section with a slight generalization of the General Alternative
Theorem. For v ∈ V , let vi ∈ Vi denote the component of v in Vi . Here we wish to
relax the condition that ni(v) > 0 ⇐⇒ vi /= 0 and assume only that ni(vi) > 0 ⇒
vi /= 0. We call such n a weak absolute value. It will allow n, for example, to be an
arbitrary vector seminorm. We have:
Theorem 4.9. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over F = R or C and let
f, n : V → Rd be a vector seminorm and a weak absolute value, respectively. Then
one and only one of the following two alternatives must hold true:
I. There exists a nonzero vector v ∈ V such that for each i, fi(v)  ni(v) or vi = 0;
II. In every V-orthant there is a vector v such that f (v) < n(v).
5. Corollaries of the alternative theorems
This section presents the theory derived from the alternative theorems. We shall
see that much of the Perron–Frobenius theory is true in the generality of vector semi-
norms. The major consequence of the alternative theorems is the equality of the
spectral radius to the so called ‘Collatz–Wielandt numbers’. Throughout the section
F will be Rp for p  2.
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5.1. Continuity
Let (p, n) denote the cone of vector seminorms f : Rnp → Rn. We endow this
cone with a metric induced from the operator norm ‖f ‖ induced by a norm on Cn.
The induced topology is independent of the choice of the norm on Cn since all norms
there are equivalent.
Proposition 5.1. For any complex vector seminorm f,
lim
n→∞ ρ
p(f ) = ρ∞(f ).
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.1 and the equality of the spectral radius with the
critical value. 
The main continuity result says:
Proposition 5.2. The spectral radius ρp is continuous as a function on (p, n).
Proof. Put λ = λp(f ) = ρp(f ) and let z ∈ Fn be the vector such that f (z) = λ|z|,
‖z‖ = 1. Suppose that ‖f − f ′‖ < ε for f ′ ∈ (p, n). Then
f ′(z)= f (z)+ (f ′(z)− f (z))  max(f (z)− ‖f − f ′‖ · ‖z‖, 0)
 max(λ|z| − ε, 0)  (λ− δ)|z|,
where δ = εmaxi,zi /=0 1/|zi |. Since ε can be taken to be arbitrarily small, this proves
that lim inff ′→f λp(f ′)  λp(f ). On the other hand, in every orthant there exists a
unit vector z′ such that f (z′) < (λ+ ε/2)|z′|. If ‖f ′ − f ‖ < ε/2, one has that
f ′(z′)  f (z′)+ ‖z′‖ · ‖f − f ′‖ < (λ+ ε)|z′|.
Since such z′ occurs in every orthant and since ε > 0 is arbitrary, one has
that lim supf ′→f ρp(f ′)  ρp(f ). Together with the first part, this completes the
proof. 
5.2. Inheritance
Consider a list of integers 1  i1 < i2 < · · · im  n and let K be the set
{i1, i2, . . . , im}. Denote fK the vector seminorm on Rmp defined by
fK
 m∑
j=1
xj ej
 =∑
r∈K
fr
(
m∑
s=1
xis eis
)
er .
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This is the analog of a principal submatrix and indeed, M(fK) is a principal subma-
trix of M(f ) (choosing the index set K). Like in Perron–Frobenius theory we have:
Proposition 5.3 (Inheritance)
ρp(fK)  ρp(f ).
Proof. This is immediately seen for the critical values: If fK(x)  λ|x| for a non-
zero x ∈ Rmp , then we extend x by zeros to a y ∈ Rnp (i.e. yis = xs) and then fK(x)
agrees with f (y) at all the entries that belong to K . As a result, f (y)  λ|y|, Hence
λp(fK)  λp(f ). 
Similarly we want to state an equivalent result for (ϕ, ν). We begin with integers
1  i1 < i2 < · · · im  d and set K = {i1, i2, . . . , im}. Let VK :=∑i∈K Vi ⊆ V ,
let PK be the orthogonal projection onto VK , and denote by
ϕK(x) =
∑
r∈K
ϕr(PKx)er , ∀x ∈ VK,
and by νK(x) =
∑
r∈K
νr(x)er , ∀x ∈ VK.
Analogously we have:
Proposition 5.4 (Inheritance)
ρ(ϕK, νK)  ρ(ϕ, ν).
The proof is similar to Proposition 5.3 and we omit it.
We next consider the situation where the matrix M(f ) is reducible. This means
that the adjacency graph associated to it is not strongly connected. This is also equiv-
alent to saying that M(f ) is permutationally similar to a nontrivial block upper tri-
angular matrix. By reindexing we may assume that M(f ) is already in that form.
Let K1, . . . , Kt ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} be the (pairwise disjoint) index sets associated to
the diagonal blocks. We claim that:
Proposition 5.5
ρp(f ) = max
i
ρp(fKi ).
Proof. Decompose x ∈ Rnp as a sum
∑
i yi , where each yi belongs to
∑
j∈Ki Rej .
For brevity we denote ft = fKt . Let x be the nonzero vector such that f (x) = λ|x|,
for λ = ρp(f ). This implies that ft (x) = ft (yt ) = λ|yt |. If yt /= 0, then we have
shown that ρp(fKt )  ρp(f ), and by Proposition 5.3, this completes the proof. Oth-
erwise yt = 0, hence ft−1(x) = ft−1(yt−1) = λ|yt−1|, and if yt−1 /= 0, the
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proposition is proved as before. Otherwise consider yt−2, etc. Since one of the
yi’s must be nonzero, we are done. 
Corollary 5.6. If M(f ) is similar to a nilpotent upper triangular matrix, then
ρp(f ) = 0.
We wish to prove now the converse to Corollary 5.6. We first need a lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Let φ be a scalar seminorm on Rnp, p > 1. Then the set in the positive
orthant where φ(x) = 0 is the intersection of the positive orthant with a real linear
subspace.
Proof. By the homogeneity and the triangle inequality, this set is closed under lin-
ear combinations over Rp, as long as they belong to the positive orthant. But since
p > 1, we have the identity ζ + ζ 2 + · · · + ζp−1 = −1, ζ = exp(2iπ/p), thus we
may use this identity to generate real linear combinations with possibly negative
coefficients as well. This proves the lemma. 
Suppose that M(f ) is not permutationally similar to a nilpotent upper triangular
matrix. Then there is a cycle σ ∈ Sn, such that M(f )i,σ (i) /= 0 for every index i that
belongs to that cycle (see discussion in [1, Chapter 2, Section 3]). After reindexing
we may assume that σ = (1, 2, . . . , k). Let g = fK for K = {1, 2, . . . , k}, so M(g)
is the first k × k principal submatrix ofM(f ). As g(ei )T · ei+1 = M(f )i,σ (i) /= 0 for
1  i  k, there is an open dense set of positive vectors x ∈ Rk+ such that gi(x) /= 0
for all i  k. This set exists by the above lemma and is the exclusion of k linear
proper subspaces from the positive orthant. Let x > 0 be a vector in that set. Then
g(x)  µ|x| for a suitable positive µ, hence λp(g) = ρp(g)  ρp(f ) are positive.
Thus we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.8. ρp(f ) = 0, if and only if M(f ) is permutationally similar to a
nilpotent upper triangular matrix.
Remark 5.9. Unlike in the theory of nonnegative matrices, the converse to Prop-
osition 5.5 is not true. Namely, we may have an equality ρp(f ) = ρp(fK) without
M(f ) being reducible. Here is a counter example. With p = 2, let
f (x1, x2, x3) = (max{|x2|, |x3|},max{|x1|, |x3|},max{|x1|, |x2|}),
Then M(f ) is the 3 × 3 matrix whose off diagonal entries are all 1’s, and the diag-
onal entries are 0’s, hence it is irreducible. On the other hand, ρ2(f ) = 1. But on
taking K = {1, 2}, fK(x1, x2) = (|x2|, |x1|) and ρp(fK) = 1 as well. There are also
examples with matrix seminorms, see [4, p. 21].
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5.3. Almost maximal eigenvalues
We next want to address the generic situation where ρp(f ) > max|K|<n ρp(fK).
A signed eigenvalue λ of f is almost maximal, if λ > ρp(fK), for all |K| < n. An
almost maximal eigenvector is a nonzero vector that belongs to an almost maximal
eigenvalue. Our theorem asserts:
Theorem 5.10. Let v be an almost maximal eigenvector of f. Then all entries of v
are nonzero and v is a unique eigenvector in its orthant up to proportion.
Proof. Let λ be the eigenvalue. Suppose that w is a nonzero vector with f (w) 
λ|w|. We claim that no entry of w can be 0. Otherwise, truncating the entries of w
which are zero, we would obtain a vector w′ with fK(w′)  λ|w′|, for some proper
index subset K , and by Theorem 4.4, ρ(fK)  λ, a contradiction to the almost max-
imality. This shows in particular that all the entries of v are nonzero. It also shows
that the conditions of the Local Alternative Theorem (Theorem 4.3) are fulfilled for
λ. Denote the (open) orthant of v by O. By the Local Alternative Theorem, there
cannot exist a vector u ∈ O such that f (u) < λ|u|. Hence every other eigenvalue δ
of an eigenvector in O must satisfy δ  λ. By symmetry we get an equality, hence λ
is the only eigenvalue of a vector in O.
It remains to show that if f (v) = λ|v| and f (v′) = λ|v′| for v, v′ ∈ O, then v
and v′ are proportional. For if not, connect them by a straight line 3, which intersects
the boundary of O at a point p /= 0. Assume that v′ lies between v and p. To reach
a contradiction, we will show that f (p)  λ|p|. This is a contradiction because it
shows that the critical value of some fK is at least λ, which is not possible. Suppose
that fi(p) < λ|pi |. Then fi(q) < λ|qi |, for every point q in 3 strictly between v and
p, by the seminormality of fi , and since the absolute value is linear when restricted
to O. In particular this holds for q = v′, a contradiction. Thus fi(p)  λ|pi |, for all
i, hence f (p)  λ|p|. This completes the proof. 
Remark 5.11. In the special case where each fi is a norm, the spectral radius is
almost maximal. For if f (v) = ρp(f )|v|, where some vi = 0 then fi(v) = 0, which
cannot occur for a norm. We conclude that the set of seminorms f whose spectral
radius is almost maximal, is open and dense in (p, n). Openness is due to the
continuity of the spectral radius. The density follows from the fact that we can find
a vector norm arbitrarily close to every vector seminorm. Namely, given a seminorm
f , take g with gi = fi + ε‖ · ‖ for some norm and arbitrary ε > 0.
5.4. Collatz–Wielandt’s ratios
Theorem 5.12. Let s : Rnp → Rn be a vector seminorm, p  2. Then
sup
S∈Sp
inf
Sx>0
max
i
si(x)
|xi | = ρ
p(s) = sup
|x|>0
min
i
si(x)
|xi | . (5.1)
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Proof. Denote the right hand term byM , the middle term by ρ, and the left hand side
by m. Clearly M is the supremum over all α such that there exists a vector x, |x| > 0,
such that s(x)  α|x|. Since the last inequality is homogeneous, we may assume
throughout that ‖x‖2 = 1. By continuity arguments, we can drop the requirement
that x should have nonzero coordinates and write that M is the supremum over all α,
such that there exists a nonzero vector x which satisfies s(x)  α|x|. Thus M is by
definition the critical number λp(x) and by Theorem 4.4, M = ρ.
Interpreting the left hand side, m is the supremum over all orthants O of the
quantities αO , which are defined by the formula obtained from the left hand side after
deleting the ‘Sup’. Clearly, for any α′ > αO , there exists a vector x ∈ O satisfying
s(x) < α′|x|. Hence, if α′ > m, the vector seminorm s satisfies alternative II of The-
orem 4.1 with respect to α′. By the Alternative Theorem 4.1, α′ > λp(s) = M , hence
m  M . On the other hand, when β < m, there must be an orthantO, for which there
is no vector x ∈ O such that s(x) < β|x|. Again, by Theorem 4.1, β  M , implying
the opposite inequality m  M . Hence m = ρ = M as was to be shown. 
We can deduce a similar corollary from the General Alternative Theorem. Given
a vector space V of finite dimension over R or C, and a decomposition V = {Vi},
V =⊕Vi , we denote byOV the set of allV-orthants. Then the following analogous
result states:
Theorem 5.13. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over R or C, and sup-
pose that we are given a decomposition V of V, a seminorm f : V → Rr , and a
V-absolute value n : V → Rr . Then
sup
O∈OV
inf
x∈O maxi
fi(x)
ni(x)
= ρ(f, n) = sup
|n(x)|>0
min
i
fi(x)
ni(x)
. (5.2)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.12, but use Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 instead.

The importance of the Collatz–Wielandt ratios is that they give upper and lower
bounds to the spectral radius, which in general seems difficult to compute. A maxi-
mal orthant is an orthant O whose closure contains the vector with the largest signed
eigenvalue.
Proposition 5.14. There is a maximal orthant O such that for every x ∈ O, one has
that
min
i
fi(x)
|xi |  ρ
p(f )  max
i
fi(x)
|xi | . (5.3)
Proof. The left inequality follows from the equality of the critical value with the
spectral radius. LetM(x) be the rightmost expression. Then clearly f (x)  M(x)|x|,
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for all x ∈ O. Suppose first that each fi is a norm. Then the eigenvector v for ρp(f )
belongs to the interior ofO (cf. Remark 5.11). In every non maximal orthantO ′ there
exists a vector v such that f (v) < ρp(f )|v| (by the local Alternative Theorem). If
in every maximal orthant O we could find some u ∈ O with ρp(f ) > M(u), then
also f (u) < ρp(f )|u|, and we would have that f satisfies alternative II of the Global
Alternative Theorem, a contradiction. This proves that at some maximalO there is no
such u, hence the proposition is true in the case where each fi is a norm. In general
we may approximate f by a g ∈ (p, n), with each gi being a norm. For every
such g, the inequalities (5.3) hold for all x in some orthant Og = {Sgy|y > 0}, Sg
being a signature matrix. By compactness arguments, there is a sequence gn → f
as n→∞, such that Sgn → S. Fix an arbitrary vector y > 0, and write (5.3) for
x = Sgny for all n. At the limit as n→∞, exploiting the continuity property (5.2)
of the spectral radius, we arrive at (5.3) for f . 
We now state another characterization of the spectral radius.
Proposition 5.15. The following are equivalent, given a vector seminorm f on F =
R or C.
(a) ρF (f ) < r.
(b) For every signature matrix S and s  r, the map x → sSx − f (x) is invertible
on Fn.
Proof. Assume (b), then for x /= 0, f (x) /= sSx for all the signature matrices S,
hence s  r cannot be a signed eigenvalue of f . This is the statement of (a). Now
assume (a). We first show that ϕ(x) = sSx − f (x) is 1:1. Indeed, if sSx − f (x) =
sSy − f (y), then s|x − y| = |f (x)− f (y)|  f (x − y). Hence λF (f ) = ρF (f ) 
s, in contradiction to (a), unless x − y = 0. To show that ϕ is onto, it is enough to
show that the its image is open, because it commutes with positive scalar
multiplication. But this is generally true for 1:1 continuous maps from Fn to itself.
(For example, this follows immediately from [9, Chapter 4, Section 8, Theorem
16]). 
Let us now give another characterization of the spectral radius. We remind the
reader what is a P-matrix.
Definition 5.16. A square real matrix P is called a P-matrix, if all its principal
minors are positive.
A well known result due to Gale and Nikaido [2] (but see also Fiedler and Ptak
[8]) is that P being a P-matrix is equivalent to the following property:
(∗) For every real vector x /= 0, there is an index i, such that (Px)i · xi > 0.
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The advantage of property (∗) is that it is well generalized to arbitrary maps from
Fn to Fn, for F = R or C. We claim the following:
Proposition 5.17. The following two properties are equivalent:
(a) ρF (f ) < r.
(b) The Cayley transform
C = (rI − f ) ◦ (rI + f )−1
satisfies the following property:
(∗)′ For every nonzero x ∈ Fn there exists an i such that
Re (Ci(x)xi) > 0.
Note that the Cayley transform is well defined because of Proposition 5.15.
Proof. Assume (a) first. For every x there is an i such that |fi(x)| < r|xi |. Hence
Re (rxi − fi(x)) (rxi + fi(x)) = r2|xi |2 − f 2i (x) > 0. (5.4)
Let us define (rI + f )(x) = y. Then the left hand side of (5.4) is Re (Ci(y)yi),
hence (a) implies (b). All implications are reversible, hence the opposite implication
holds. 
We mention that in [4, Theorem 2.13] it was shown that if f (x) = |Ax|, A ∈
Rn,n, then ρR(f ) < r if and only if the Cayley transform (rI + A)(rI − A)−1 is a
P-matrix. Our proof applied to Ax instead of f (x) shows exactly property (∗), which
is equivalent to being a P-matrix. Reproducing the proof in the case of complex
matrices one has:
Proposition 5.18. Let fA(x) = |Ax|, where A ∈ Cn,n. The following two proper-
ties are equivalent:
(a) ρC(fA) < r.
(b) The Cayley transform
C = (rI + A)(rI − A)−1
satisfies the following property:
(∗)′ For every nonzero x ∈ Fn there exists an i such that
Re (Ci(x)xi) > 0.
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Corollary 5.19. For real 2 × 2 matrices A, ρR(fA) = ρC(fA).
We remark that this is not true already for 3 × 3 matrices. We conjecture that
ρC(f ) = ρR(f ) for any seminormf (x) =∑ |Ajx|whereAj are real 2 × 2 matrices.
Proof. It suffices to show that if a 2 × 2 matrix C is a P-matrix, then it also sat-
isfies (∗)′. Indeed, let C ∈ R2,2 be a P-matrix and let S ∈ C2,2 be a signature mat-
rix. Then by direct computation we see that (i) diag Re (SCS∗) = diagC and (ii)
det Re (SCS∗) > 0 since detC > 0. It follows that Re (SCS∗) is again a P-matrix.
To verify (∗)′, let x be a complex vector, and S a signature matrix such that y =
Sx is real. Then Re ((Cx)ixi) = Re ((SCS∗y)iyi) = (Re (SCS∗)y)i · yi . The latter
expression is positive for some i since Re (SCS∗) is a P-matrix. 
We say that an arbitrary complex matrix C satisfying (∗)′ is strongly D-stable.
Recall that a matrix C is D-stable if for every positive diagonal matrix D, DC is
positive stable, i.e. its spectrum lies in the right half complex plane. A strongly D-
stable matrix C is also D-stable for the following reason: If DCv = λv, and i is
an index such that Re (Ci(v) · vi) > 0, then also Re (λvi · vi) = Re ((DCx)i · vi) >
0, showing that Re (λ) > 0 and that C is D-stable. Rump [6] has conjectured that
ρC(fA) < r if and only if (rI + A)(rI − A)−1 is D-stable. Thus Proposition 5.18 is
equivalent to his conjecture, if the answer to the following question is affirmative.
Question 1. Is a D-stable matrix necessarily strong D-stable?
We cannot answer this question. However we can prove a slightly weaker version
of the above conjecture for real matrices. Namely,
Theorem 5.20. Let A be a real square matrix. Then, ρC(A) < r implies that C =
(rI + A)(rI − A)−1 is D-stable. Conversely, suppose that A satisfies that ρC(B) <
ρC(A) for all B ≺ A. Then, C is D-stable implies that ρC(A)  r.
Proof. If ρC(A) < r , then as mentioned above, C is strongly D-stable, hence D-sta-
ble. Conversely, Assume that C = (ci,j ) is D-stable. There is a result due to Barker,
Berman, and Plemmons [13, Theorem 1], saying that a real matrix X is D-stable,
if and only if for every symmetric positive definite matrix B, the diagonal of XB
has at least one positive entry. Let x = (xi) be an arbitrary nonzero complex column
vector. Then xx∗ is Hermitian positive semidefinite, and B = Re (xx∗) is positive
semidefinite (As symmetric positive semidefiniteness is preserved by taking the real
part). By the result of Barker, Berman, and Plemmons, some diagonal element of
CB is nonnegative (as B is only positive semidefinite), say the ith one. But the ith
diagonal element is just Re
(∑
j ci,j xixj
)
= Re ((Cx)ixi)  0. Similar arguments
to (5.4) show that there cannot exist a vector v having |Av| > r|v|. On the other
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hand, by the additional assumption on A, ρC(A) is a quasi maximal eigenvalue, and
there is an eigenvector v = (vi) with∏ vi /= 0, such that |Av| = ρC(A)|v|. Clearly
r  ρC(A). 
In relation to the current discussion, the relationship of the spectral radius to P-
matrices or to strongly D-stable matrices suggests that these two properties satisfy
an alternative theorem, as with the spectral radii. This is indeed the case, and we
present the following two, real and complex alternative theorems. Note however,
that the alternatives below do not correspond to the the alternatives of Theorem 4.1
via the correspondence A↔ (rI + A)(rI − A)−1.
Theorem 5.21 (Alternative Theorem for P-matrices). Let P ∈ Rn,n be an arbitrary
matrix. Then precisely one of following two properties holds:
I. P is a P-matrix;
II. There exists an orthant O ⊂ Rn such that for every x ∈ O, Px /∈ O.
In fact more is true.
Definition 5.22. A collection of matrices {P j }j∈J (finite or infinite) is called a col-
lection of joint P-matrices, if for every real vector x /= 0, there is an index i such that
P
j
i (x) · xi > 0, for all j ∈ J .
Then:
Theorem 5.23 (Alternative Theorem for joint P-matrices). Let {P j }j∈J be a collec-
tion of real square matrices. Then precisely one of following two properties holds:
I. {Pj } are joint P-matrices;
II. There exists an orthant O ⊂ Rn such that for every x ∈ O, there exists j ∈ J
such that Pjx /∈ O.
A similar result holds for strong D-stable matrices:
Theorem 5.24 (Alternative Theorem for strong D-stable matrices). Let A ∈ Cn,n be
an arbitrary matrix. Then precisely one of following two properties holds:
I. A is a strong D-stable matrix;
II. There exists an orthant O ⊂ Cn such that for every x ∈ O, there exists some i
such that Re (Ai(x) · xi)  0.
The three alternative theorems above were stated in rather a weak way, and were
stated so just to show the analogy to the preceding alternative theorems. A better
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way to state Theorem 5.21 is: A square real matrix is a P-matrix, if and only if for
every real orthant O, PO ∩O is not empty. In particular, this is true for the positive
orthant, a well known result of Nikaido [3]. Theorem 5.23 will say: A collection
{P j } is a collection of joint P-matrices, if and only if every real orthant O has a
vector x ∈ O such that P jx ∈ O for all j . Theorem 5.24 will say: A is strongly
D-stable, if and only if for every complex orthant O there exists x ∈ O such that
Re ((Ax)ixi) > 0 for all i.
The proofs of these alternative theorems will be given in Section 7, and will use
the same topological principals that the alternative theorems for seminorms use.
6. The local and global alternative principals
All three topological principals that will be stated below share a common nature.
They relate the union of a certain collection of open subsets of a certain projec-
tive space with their intersection. The open subsets as well as their intersections
are assumed to satisfy some convexity conditions. The proofs that will be given in
Section 9 are based on cohomology theory. Consequently the convexity conditions
could be replaced by more general acyclic conditions, but we chose for simplicity to
demand convexity. This choice is also natural in the realm of seminorms, which are
the topic of this paper.
6.1. The local alternative principal
The local alternative principal (LAP) states as follows:
Theorem 6.1 (LAP). Let S be the d-simplex with vertices s0, . . . , sd . Suppose that
Ui ⊂ S, 0  i  d are convex open subsets such that:
(a) For each 0  i  d, the face Si opposite to si has empty intersection withUi, and
(b) The boundary ∂S is covered by the union⋃Uj .
Then
S =
d⋃
i=0
Ui ⇐⇒
d⋂
i=0
Ui /= ∅. (6.1)
As mentioned in the introduction, this principal is closely related to Brouwer’s
fixed point theorem. We briefly sketch how this would work out in proving that a
positive n× n matrix A > 0 has an eigenvector in the positive orthant. Consider
the map f (x) = Ax/‖Ax‖1 from the standard n− 1 simplex S (spanned by the
standard vectors) to itself. Clearly one wants to show that f has a fixed point inside
the simplex. One can easily see from the positivity of A that a fixed point cannot exist
on the boundary. By contradiction assume that x /= f (x), for all x in S. Let p(x) be
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the point on the boundary such that p(x), x, and f (x) are on a straight line in this
specified order. Let Ui be the set of all x such that p(x) /∈ Si . Then the Ui satisfy the
assumptions of the theorem. On the one hand {Ui} is a covering of the simplex since
no point can belong to all the faces Si at once. On the other hand, their intersection
is empty since otherwise this would imply the existence of a point x with p(x) off
all the sides of S. This is a contradiction to Theorem 6.1.
6.2. The special global alternative principal over Rp where 2  p <∞
We define the n dimensional projective p-space to be the quotient:
Pnp :=
(
Rn+1p − {0}
)
/R×p , (6.2)
where R×p = Rp − {0} acts on Rn+1p by scalar multiplication. We will denote an
element of Pnp by [x0, x1, . . . , xn], and this is the image of the vector (x0, . . . , xn)
in Pnp . More generally we denote by [v] the image of a vector v in Pnp . Clearly
[x0, . . . , xn] = [x′0, . . . , x′n] if and only if there exists a nonzero element λ of Rp
such that x′i = λxi for all 0  i  n. For each i, we have an embedding αi : Rnp ↪→
Pnp , which sends (x1, . . . , xn)→ [x1, . . . , x̂i , . . . , xn]. Hence we get n+ 1 open em-
beddings αi of Rnp in Pnp , whose images form an open covering of Pnp . We call these
embeddings the standard affine embeddings and the covering the standard affine
covering of Pnp . The images of these embeddings will be called the standard affine
patches. An orthant in Pnp is a subset of the form {[x0, . . . , xn]|=ixi > 0}, for given
signs =i ∈ µp. Altogether there are pn orthants, because one still has the freedom
to simultaneously multiply all the xi by the same sign. Notice that the intersection
of all n+ 1 standard affine patches is precisely the disjoint union of all pn orthants.
Let Ai = αi
(
Rnp
)
be a standard affine patch. A subset S ⊂ A is said to be A-convex
if its inverse image α−1i (C) is convex as a subset of R
n
p ⊆ Cn. A subset of Pnp ,
contained in an orthant, is absolutely convex if it is A-convex for all standard affine
patches A. A subset of Pnp will be called orthantwise convex if its intersection with
the closure of each orthant is absolutely convex. An intersection of absolutely convex
sets (respectively orthantwise convex sets) is again absolutely convex (respectively
orthantwise convex). This is true A-convexity as well, provided that we retain the
same A.
Example 6.2. Let f : Rn+1p → Rn+1 be a vector seminorm. Then the homogeneous
inequality fi(x) < |xi | defines a subset Xi ⊂ Pnp . We claim that this set is orthant-
wise convex. Let us check that the intersection of Xi with the closure of the orthant
defined by =j xj > 0, for all j , is convex. The inequality reads then fi(x) < =ixi , and
the αj preimage of this intersection is the set of (x1, . . . , xn) such that (i) =kxk/=j 
0, ∀k, and (ii) fi(x1, . . . , xj−1, 1, xj+1, . . . , xn) < εixi . This is obviously a convex
subset of Cn by the seminormality of f .
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We learn that the subset of Pnp defined by the inequality f (x) < |x| is orthantwise
convex because it is an intersection of sets as in above. A special case is when f = 0,
where the sets Xi are just the affine patches. Consequently, the orthants themselves
are absolutely convex.
Remark 6.3. When p = 2, and only when p = 2, absolute convexity can be ver-
ified only with respect to a single affine patch. The reason is that the transition
maps αiα−1j : αj (Rn)→ αi(Rn) are projective transformations and preserve line
segments. This never holds for p > 2.
We are now ready to state the Global Alternative Principal (GAP). The points
ei = [0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0] ∈ Pnp will be called the standard points.
Theorem 6.4 (GAP, Special Case). Let {Ai}, 0  i  n, be the standard affine
patches of Pnp , p  2, and for each i, let Ui ⊆ Ai be an orthantwise convex open
subset containing ei . Then the following are equivalent:
(a) ⋃ni=0 Ui = Pnp ;
(b) ⋂ni=0 Ui consists of exactly pn connected components;
(c) ⋂ni=0 Ui has nonempty intersection with every orthant.
Remark 6.5. It is clear that the total intersection of a collection {Ui} satisfying the
assumptions of the theorem has at most pn connected components. At each orthant,
the points of Ui form an absolutely convex set, hence topologically connected. This
remains true for the total intersection. Hence each orthant can contain at most one
connected component of the intersection. From here, the equivalence of (b) and (c)
is clear.
6.3. The general global alternative principal over R
Throughout this subsection, we confine ourselves to the field of real numbers,
for the sake of simplicity. We believe that the discussion and the theorems can be
generalized to any Rp. We work in the space Pn2 , the real projective space, often
denoted in the topological literature by RPn. It is a compact manifold of dimension
n. The notion of convexity is quite natural here, at least for a subset of an affine
patch, since, as we have remarked above, it is sufficient to verify the convexity only
with respect to a single affine patch containing it. We also have more freedom to
choose affine patches since we can work with different bases of Rn+1. Thus to make
a distinction, we call the affine patches defined by the standard basis, the standard
affine patches.
To state the global principal, we need to work with sets that are not necessarily
convex. Instead, we will generalize to subsets that are a convex bundle. Roughly
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speaking, these are sets that admit a map to some space, such that the fibers of that
map are convex. The prototypes of such sets are finite unions of affine patches and
intersections thereof. We shall call a subset of an (standard) affine patch, an (stan-
dard) affine subset of Pnp . Let A be an affine patch with an embedding α : Rn →
Pn2 such that α(R
n) = A. Given points p, q ∈ A and a real number t , we denote
[p, q, t;A] ∈ A the point α(tα−1(p)+ (1 − t)α−1(q)).
Definition 6.6. Let B be a compact Hausdorff topological space and S ⊂ Pn2 an
open subset. A continuous map p : S → B is said to be a convex bundle if
(a) It admits a (not necessarily unique) section, i.e. there is a continuous map s :
B → P such that p ◦ s = idB , and
(b) Each fiber of p is affine (i.e., contained in an affine patch) and convex, and for
every point b ∈ B there exists a neighborhoodU of b and an affine patch A ⊂ Pn2
such that p−1(U) ⊆ A.
We also say that S is a convex bundle over B. S is called the total space of the
bundle, B the base space and p the projection.
Lemma 6.7. The projection p : S → B of a convex bundle is a homotopy equiva-
lence.
Proof. We will show that s is the homotopy inverse of p. Clearly p ◦ s ∼ idB
(denoting ∼ as the homotopy relation), since p ◦ s = idB . Thus we need to show
that s ◦ p ∼ idS . Assume first that S itself is an affine subset. Thus we may as-
sume that S is a subset of Rn. For any point x ∈ S and any 0  t  1, let Ft(x) =
tx + (1 − t)s(p(x)). Since x and s(p(x)) belong to the same (convex) fiber of p,
Ft(x) belongs to S. Thus Ft is a homotopy from F0 = s ◦ p to F1 = idS .
In the general case we proceed as follows. Cover B with finitely many open sub-
sets Uk such that for each k, the inverse image p−1(Uk) is contained in an affine
patch Ak (condition (b) above). Then for each k there is a homotopy Fkt connect-
ing the identity map with s ◦ p in p−1(Uk), as constructed. We wish to ‘glue’ the
homotopies Fkt together to obtain a global homotopy in S. We do this inductively.
Let {φk} be a splitting of 1 with respect to the covering {Uk} of B. This means that
0  φk(x)  1 are continuous functions satisfying (i)
∑
k φk(x) = 1, for all x ∈ B,
and (ii) the support of φk is in Uk . (The theorem on the splitting of the unity, see
[12] for example.) Let Vk be the set where φk(x) > 0. Then {Vk} is still a covering of
B. We now proceed inductively. Suppose that we have constructed a homotopy F (k)t
over the set p−1(V1 ∪ V2 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm). Let ψ = φm+1/∑lm+1 φl . We construct a
homotopy F (k+1)t over p−1(V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk+1) by the formula
F
(k+1)
t (x) =
[
Fk+1t (x), F
(k)
t (x), ψ(p(x));Ak+1
]
, x ∈ p−1(Vk),
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and by F (k)t (t) outside Vk . This is well defined over p−1(V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk+1), contin-
uous, its range is in S, and is a homotopy connecting the identity with s ◦ p as one
may readily check. This completes the induction and the proof. 
The essence of the lemma is that even though S is not convex, it it can be
‘contracted convexly to the base B’, thus it is ‘relatively convex to B’.
We next show that condition (a) in Definition 6.6 can be omitted under quite
general circumstances. A submersion is a smooth map f between manifolds such
that its differential df is of full rank at any point (i.e. its rank equals to the dimension
of the range manifold).
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that B is a manifold and that p : S → B is a smooth submer-
sion satisfying condition (b) of Definition 6.6. Then p is a convex bundle.
Proof. Again assume first that S is a subset of Rn. A classical fact about submer-
sions, is that given a point x ∈ S, there exists local coordinate systems x1, . . . , xn and
y1, . . . , ym around x and p(x), respectively, such that the formula for p in these coor-
dinates reads p(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1, . . . , xm). In other words, p is a projection from a
small neighborhood U × V ⊂ S of x onto a neighborhood U of p(x) (this is a con-
sequence of the Implicit Function Theorem). Thus the map sx : (y1, . . . , ym)→ S
defined on U , given by sx(y1, . . . , ym)→ (y1, . . . , ym, 0, . . . , 0) is a section of p
around p(x). This shows that we can construct a section s locally around any point.
In the general case we cover B by finitely many open subsets Uk such that a section
sk : Uk → p−1(Uk) exists. We now ‘glue’ the sections by using a splitting of unity
and convex combinations, in exactly the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6.7. We
leave these final details to the reader. 
Example 6.9. Suppose Ai are the standard affine patches of Pn2 , 0  i  n, and
let V be any finite union of them. We will show that V is a convex bundle over
some manifold. Without loss of generality, take V = U0 ∪ · · · ∪ Um. Define a map
p : V → B = P r2 which sends [x0, . . . , xn] to [x0, . . . , xm]. This map is well defined
over V and is onto. The fibers of this map are the sets {[ξ0, . . . , ξm, ∗, . . . , ∗]}, where
the ξi are fixed. Such a set is affine (It is contained in Ai if ξi /= 0) and convex. The
image of Ui is open in B, thus condition 6.6(b) is met. The projection map p is easily
verified to be a submersion (Use the affine coordinates on Ai). By Lemma 6.8 V is
convex bundle over P r2 . In fact it is easy to give an explicit section s : P r2 → V . For
example, s : [ξ0, . . . , ξm] → [ξ0, . . . , ξm, 1, 1 . . . , 1].
Let a partition {0, 1, . . . , n} =⋃rj=0 Ij (a disjoint union) where |Ij | = nj + 1,
be given. Define for 0  j  r ,
Uj =
⋃
i∈Ij
Ai; Ai = the ith affine patch of Pn2 . (6.3)
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We have seen that Uj are convex bundles. We will show now that any intersection of
the Uj ’s is a convex bundle. Consider the decomposition V = (Vj ) of Rn+1 given
by
Vj =
∑
k∈Ij
Rek.
Fix a vector seminorm s : Rn+1 → Rr+1 (now indexed from 0 through n), such that
sj is a norm on the Vj , and assume that each sj is a smooth function away from
the locus where sj (x) = 0. We will say briefly that s is smooth away from 0. Let
UJ =⋂j∈J Uj , for a set of indices J , and consider the ‘orthant projection’ function:
pJ : UJ → BJ :=
∏
j∈J
Snj
 /{±1} given by p(x) = ±(x˜j /sj (x˜))j∈J ,
(6.4)
where x˜ is any lifting of x to Rn+1, |Ij | = nj + 1, and Sk is the unit sphere of
dimension k with respect to the appropriate norm, and where the group {±1} acts
diagonally on the product. Taking the quotient by {±1} is necessary, because of the
ambiguity in the choice of x˜.
Lemma 6.10. The map pJ is a submersion onto the compact manifold BJ , thus
making UJ a convex bundle over BJ .
Proof. If |J | = 1, than this is the case of a single Uj , where the claim was proved
by the previous lemma. Assume then that |J | > 1. For simplicity assume that J =
{0, . . . , d}. A fiber of pJ is a subset of Pn2 consisting of the points [x0, . . . , xn] such
that for each i ∈⋃ Ij , xi = λici , where the ci are fixed and λi > 0 are arbitrary.
For the remaining indices i there is no restriction on xi . Clearly this set is affine
(since some ci /= 0) and convex (the vectors (x0, . . . , xn) satisfying these restric-
tions form a cone). Since the condition ci /= 0 projects to an open condition on BJ ,
condition 6.6(b) is satisfied. It remains to show that pJ is a submersion. It will suf-
fice to check this for each map pj : UJ → Xj := Snj /{±1} given by pJ followed
by the natural projection (∏ Sni ) /{±1} → Snj /{±1} on the j th coordinate, since
the tangent space of BJ at a point is naturally isomorphic to the (direct) sum of
the the tangents to each Xj . It is enough to show that pj is a submersion, when
restricted to a submanifold of UJ . Namely, we take this submanifold to be the locus
where xi are constant for i ∈ Il , l /= j . By the assumption that |J | > 1, not all xi for
i /∈ Ij are zero, and this submanifold is naturally isomorphic to Rnj+1 − {0}. Under
this identification, pj can be lifted to the normalization map Rnj+1 − {0} → Snj ,
sending any vector to the unit vector (in terms of sj ) in its direction. We are reduced
to showing that the map ϕ : x → x/‖x‖ is a submersion from a vector space to
its unit sphere with respect to some smooth norm. The differential of this map is
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ei (dxi/‖x‖ − xi/‖x‖2d‖x‖). Thus a vector v is in the kernel at the point ξ if and
only if v = ξ/‖ξ‖d‖x‖(v), i.e. v is proportional to ξ . Hence the image of dφ has the
same dimension as the image of φ, as was to be shown. 
Definition 6.11. A collection of open sets {Vj }, Vj ⊆ Uj , is quasi-affine if for every
index set J , the restriction of the map pJ to VJ :=⋂j∈J Vj is still a convex bundle
over BJ .
Remark 6.12. To verify that VJ is a convex bundle, it suffices to check that
p−1J (x) ∩ VJ are convex if nonempty (Lemma 6.10).
Corollary 6.13. The singular cohomology groups Hq(VJ ,−) vanish for q >∑
j∈J nj .
Remark 6.14. The choice of the seminorm s is implicit in the definition of quasi-
affineness. This notion, however, is independent of the choice of s, since this prop-
erty depends only the fibers of pJ , which are independent of the exact choice of s.
In particular the smoothness condition on s can be dropped in Example 6.9 and
Lemma 6.10.
Convention. So far we have worked with the standard basis and the standard affine
covering. If V =⊕Vj is a general vector space over R, then it is understood that
we have chosen a basis v0, . . . , vn that respects this decomposition and work with
the affine covering with respect to this basis. All the definitions we have made so far
are adopted to this situation.
We are now ready to state the General Global Alternative Principal (GGAP)
Theorem 6.15 (GGAP). Fix a partition {0, . . . , n} =⋃rj=0 Ij as in above and set
Uj =⋃i∈Ij Ai,whereAi are the standard affine patches of Pn2 . Let Vj =∑i∈Ij Rei .
Let {Wj ⊆ Uj } be a quasi-affine collection of open subsets. Let m =∑ nj where
nj + 1 = |Ij |. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) ⋃j Wj = Pn2 .
(b) W :=⋂rj=0 Wj has non empty intersection with every V-orthant.
(c) The inclusion W ⊆ U :=⋂rj=0 Uj is a homotopy equivalence, and both spaces
are homotopy equivalent to the manifold B :=
(∏r
j=0 Snj
)
/{±1}.
(d) The natural map Hm(W, F2)→ Hm(U, F2) /= 0 between the singular homology
groups is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.16. Our choice to work with homology groups over F2 is justified by the
fact that the compact manifold B may not be orientable, hence its top cohomology
group with respect to other scalar groups may be zero.
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7. Proofs to the alternative theorems
7.1. The weak alternative theorem
We begin with the proof of Theorem 4.2. We state it in a slightly more general
form.
Theorem 7.1. Let f : Rnp → Rn+, 1  p ∞, be a continuous and a positive-
homogeneous map (i.e. f (cx) = cf (x) for all c  0), and let λ > 0. Then one of
the two alternatives I or II of Theorem 4.1 must hold with respect to λ.
Proof. We may reduce to the case that f (x) /= 0 whenever x /= 0, otherwise a non-
zero vector x with f (x) = 0 will satisfy Alternative I.
Choose a signature matrix S ∈Sp. Let X be the subset of OS of all vectors of
31-norm 1. Then X is homeomorphic to the n− 1 simplex. By Brouwer’s fixed point
theorem, the map f˜ : X → X, given by f˜ (x) = Sf (x)/‖f (x)‖1, must have a fixed
point in X. Let y = f˜ (y) be that fixed point. Then |f (y)| = ξ |y| for some ξ > 0.
Now, ξ = ξ(S) depends on the orthant, and on the other hand is uniformly bounded
by ‖f ‖1. Let δ = supS ξ(S). By continuity and compactness, there exists a nonzero
vector z ∈ Rnp, such that f (z) = δ|z|. Now, if δ  λ, Alternative I holds for z. On
the other hand, if δ < λ, we have ξ(S) < λ for all S and in every orthant there is a
vector y for which f (y) < λ|y|, giving rise to Alternative II. 
Corollary 7.2. Theorem 4.2 (which is essentially the specialization of the last theo-
rem to the case p = 1) follows.
This proof of the last theorem already made use of a topological idea, and without
needing to assume that f is a seminorm. Of course, what was not proved so far
for seminorms is that only one of the two alternative can hold. If f is not a semi-
norm, the uniqueness of the alternative need not be true. For example, let f (x, y) =
(|x|,min(|x|, |y|)) from R2 to itself. Then |f (x, x)| = |(x, x)|, for every x, hence
the first alternative holds for λ = 1. But since |f (±3,±4)| < |(±3,±4)| for every
choice of signs, also the second alternative holds.
7.2. The global special alternative theorem
Recall Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let f be a vector seminorm on Rnp, where p  2, and suppose that
λ > 0. Then exactly one of the following two conditions must hold:
I. There exists a nonzero vector x ∈ Rnp such that f (x)  λ|x|;
II. For every signature S over Rp, there is a vector y ∈ OS such that f (y) < λ|y|.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Recall from (6.2) that Pnp is the p-real projective space of
dimension n. Define the sets
Ui :=
{
x ∈ Pn−12 |fi(x) < λ|xi |
}
, 1  i  n.
These sets are well defined due to the homogeneity of the inequalities. Recall from
Example 6.2 thatUi are orthantwise convex. To use the GAP (Theorem 6.4), we must
show that each one of the conditions (a) and (c) of Theorem 6.4 separately implies
that ei ∈ Ui , for all i. (Recall that the equivalence of (b) and (c) of that theorem is
trivial.) It is enough to consider i = 0.
Firstly, if condition (a) is true, than e0 is in the union
⋃
Ui . Since it is impossible
that e0 ∈ Ui , for i > 0, then e0 ∈ U0. Now suppose that condition (c) is true. Given
signs ζ i1 , . . . , ζ in , ζ = e2iπ/p, we can find a point [vi1,...,in ] = [1, v1, . . . , vn] ∈
⋂
Ui
with the prescribed signs sign(vk) = ζ ik , 1  k  n. Using ∑pj=1 ζ j = 0, we can
find a positive combination v′ =∑pi1=1 civi1,i2,...,in , such that v′1 = [1, 0, v′2, . . . , v′n],
and sign(v′k) = ζ ik for k > 1. The point v′1 is still in U0, due to the seminormality
of f . Repeating this process, we can make more entries 0, keeping the prescribed
signs of the other entries, until we eventually arrive at the point [1, 0, . . . , 0], which
is proven to be in U0. This shows that condition (c) implies that e0 ∈ U0.
The Theorem follows now from the GAP at once because Alternative I means that
{Ui} do not cover Pnp and alternative II means that
⋂
Ui intersects every orthant. 
7.3. The global general alternative theorem
We turn to the proof of Theorem 4.5. For convenience we repeat the theorem here.
Theorem 4.5 Let F = R or C. Suppose that f : V → Rd is a vector seminorm, n a
V-absolute value, and λ > 0. Then one and only one of the following two alterna-
tives holds:
I. There exists a nonzero vector v ∈ V such that f (v)  λn(v);
II. In every V-orthant O there is a vector w ∈ O such that f (w) < λn(w).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem over F = R because to prove it over C,
we consider V as a vector space over R and consider the same decomposition V.
The change of the ground field from C to R is inconsequential to the requirements
from f and n.
To adopt to the setting of GAP (Theorem 6.15), we will assume that the standard
basis respects the decomposition V =⊕Vj . Let Ij , 1  j  r , be the sets of indices
i such that ei ∈ Vj . Following the notation preceding Theorem 6.15, let Uj ⊂ Pn−12
be the union
⋃
i∈Ij Ai , where Ai is the ith standard patch.
Consider the collection of setsWi ⊂ Ui ⊆ Pn−12 given by the inequalities fi(x) <
λni(x). To apply Theorem 6.15 we have to show that W = {Wi} is a quasi-affine
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collection. Choose a vector seminorm s : V → Rd such that si |Vi is a norm. We
require that s will be smooth away from 0. Recall that this means that each si is a
smooth function away from the set where it vanishes. Let J = {1, . . . , m}, m  d
be a subset of indices and let pJ : UJ =⋂j∈J Uj → BJ = (∏j∈J Snj ) /{±1} be
the projection given in (6.4). Pick an arbitrary point w = (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ BJ . Then
p−1J (w) ∩
⋂
j∈J Wj is the set of points v ∈ Pn−12 satisfying (vi)i∈Ij = λj (v)wj , for
j ∈ J , and fj (v) < λλjnj (wj ), for all j ∈ J . This set is obviously convex in anyUi ,
when i ∈ Ij , j ∈ J , since λj (v) is a linear functional in v. By Lemma 6.8,⋂j∈J Wj
is a convex bundle over BJ . This proves that W is quasi-affine.
We can now apply Theorem 6.15 to the collection W and deduce immediately the
Global General Alternative Theorem 6.3. This is similar to the end of the proof of
the previous theorem. 
With a slight modification of this proof, we can prove Theorem 4.9. We modify
the definition of the sets {Wi} by defining
Wi = {v ∈ V |fi(v) < ni(v)} ∩ Ui. (7.1)
This modification is necessary to make sure that Wi ⊆ Ui . The rest of the proof is
word by word identical to the above proof. We have thus proved Theorem 4.9.
7.4. Proof of Theorems 5.21, 5.23, and 5.24
Proofs of Theorems 5.21 and 5.23. We shall only prove here Theorem 5.23 as it is
more general. Let P ∈ Rn,n be any matrix. We consider the sets:
Wi =
{
x ∈ Pn−12 |P ji (x) · xi > 0, ∀j
}
.
We must show that Wi are affine and convex. Firstly, Wi ⊂ Ai , the set where xi /= 0,
hence it is affine. Secondly, Wi is convex in Ai since we may assume that xi = 1,
and so the defining inequalities are linear. Now we can apply Theorem 6.4. Recall
That P is a P-matrix if and only if the Wi cover Pn−12 (Property (∗) in Section 5). On
the other hand,
⋂
Wi is nonempty if and only if the negation of Alternative II holds.
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5.24. The proof is similar to the above proof, but we use Theorem
6.15. We consider the decomposition Cn =⊕Cei . We then define
Wi =
{
x ∈ P 2n−12 |Re (Ai(x) · xi) > 0
}
.
Now we must show that the collection {Wi} is quasi-affine. We choose to work with
the vector seminorm s(x) = |x| (the usual complex absolute value) and without loss
of generality we shall show that the projection p :⋂ik → Wi∏ik S1/{±1} given
by pi(x) = xi/|xi |, 0  i  k, has convex fibers. Let (ω0, . . . , ωk)mod ± 1 be a
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point in the image of p. The preimage of this point is the set where (a) xi = ciωi , for
ci > 0 and (b) Re (Ai(x) · xi) > 0, for i  k. Let us use the real coordinate system
(c0, . . . , ck,Re (xk+1), Im(xk+1), . . . ,Re (xn), Im(xn))
for points in this fiber. Convexity with respect to these coordinates is the same as con-
vexity in the usual sense. The inequality defining Wi is linear in all other variables,
for given values of ci . Due to the homogeneity equivalence of the representations
in P 2n−12 , we may assume that ci = 1, so the inequality is linear and so the fiber is
convex. We may now use Theorem 6.15. As before, A is strongly D-stable if and
only if the Wi cover the space. On the other hand intersection
⋂
Wi intersects every
orthant if and only if the negation of Alternative II holds. 
7.5. Proof of Theorems 4.4 and 4.7
We recall that the critical value of a vector seminorm f : Rnp → R is the largest
number λ such that f (v)  λ|v|, for some nonzero v ∈ Rnp. Likewise the critical
value of a a pair (f, n) of a vector seminorm and a V-absolute value is the largest
number λ such that f (v)  λn(v), for some nonzero v ∈ V . Theorems 4.4 and 4.7
assert that if λ is the critical value, then f (v) = λ|v| (respectively, f (v) = λn(v)),
for some nonzero v. We will prove both theorems at once, since both reduce to the
same claim in the geometry of a simplex.
Proof. We can make the following assumption:
(†) there is no nonzero solution to the inequality f (x)  λ|x|
with some xi = 0 (respectively, f (v)  λn(v) with some vi = 0).
Otherwise we can reduce to the subspace of Rnp where xi = 0 and by induction con-
clude that there is an x /= 0 in that subspace such that f (x) = λ|x|, whence the
theorem (similarly for f (v) = λn(v)).
For convenience, we will discuss only the case where f is a vector seminorm in
Rnp. The situation of a pair (f, n) is similar and we will only comment whenever
there is a difference. There is an orthant O where there is no vector v ∈ O such that
f (v) < λ|v|. However, when λ′ > λ, then there is a vector v ∈ O such that f (v) <
λ′|v|. For every real number t , let Ui(t) be the subset of O, where fi(x) < t |xi |.
When λ′ > λ, the {Ui(λ′)} cover O. Since the problem is homogeneous, we may
restrict the attention only to the set K of vectors of O of 31-norm 1. (In the case
of a pair (f, n), if O is spanned by v1, . . . , vr , use the norm ‖∑ tivi‖ =∑ |ti |).
Then K is a simplex and the sets Ui(λ′) ∩K are convex subsets. By Theorem 6.1,
Q =⋂Ui(λ′) ∩K is nonempty. Now consider the set P =⋂Ui(λ) ∩K . Then P
is a convex subset of K . The set P is nonempty by the compactness of K and by
the fact that
⋂
Ui(λ
′) ∩K are nonempty, for all λ′ > λ. We will show that any point
p ∈ P satisfies f (p) = λ|p|, proving the theorem. Clearly f (p)  λ|p|. Suppose,
by contradiction, that fi(p) < λ|pi |. By (†), the sets {Uj (λ)}j /=i cover the face of
K , where xi = 0. By Theorem 6.1 applied to the face, these sets have nonempty
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intersection in that face. Let q be a point in the intersection. Connect p and q by a
line segment 3. Then 3− {p} is contained in Uj(λ), for all j /= i. Then every point
p′ ∈ 3 close enough to p will also be in Ui(λ). Hence the total intersection⋂Ui(λ)
is not empty, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
8. Background from topology
In this section we outline briefly the necessary background to understand the
proofs of the topological principals of Section 6. We discuss mainly two notions,
ˇCech cohomology and spectral sequences. We only need some basic properties of
these, and readers who are familiar with the notions may skip forward to Section 9.
There are many possible references, but here we quote just a few.
8.1. Presheaves
We begin with the following definition:
Definition 8.1. Let X be a topological space. A (abelian) presheafF onX is a func-
tion that assigns to each open subset U ⊆ X an abelian group F(U) and, for each
inclusion V ⊆ U , a homomorphism resUV :F(U)→F(V ), called the restriction
such that:
(i) resUU = id
and
(ii) For open sets W ⊆ U ⊆ V , resUW = resVW ◦ resUV .
In the language of categories, to give a presheaf is to give a contravariant functor
from the category of subsets of X and inclusions to the category of abelian groups.
Example 8.2
• The most suggestive example that one should have in mind is the function pres-
heaf C sending every open set U ⊆ X to the additive group C(U) of real contin-
uous functions on U . We take resUV to be the usual restriction of functions.
• The constant presheaf: Let an abelian groupA be given and define a presheafA by
A(U) = A, for all open U and resUV = id . This is called the constant presheaf
of the group A.
• cohomology presheaves: The kind of presheaves that will interest us are the coho-
mology presheaves. Let an integer q  0 and an abelian group A be given, let
H
q
A be the presheaf on X that assigns to an open U the singular cohomology
Hq(U,A). The restrictions resUV are taken to be the natural pullback maps
Hq(U,A)→ Hq(V,A).
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In all three examples the conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of presheaves are
easily seen to be satisfied.
Good references for presheaves, among many, are the books by Bott and Tu [7]
and by Dieudonne´ [11].
8.2. ˇCech cohomology
Let X be a topological space and let a covering U = (Ui) be given. Also let F
be an abelian presheaf on X. We define the ˇCech cohomology groups Hˇ i(U,F)
as follows: Let Ui1,...,ir denote the intersection Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uir . An r cochain is an
element
f ∈
′∏
i1,...,ir
F(Ui1,...,ir )
with the condition that for any permutation σ ∈ Sr ,
fiσ(1),...,iσ (r) = (−1)sgn(σ )fi1,...,ir . (8.1)
Here
∏′ means taking the product only over distinct r-tuples of indices i1, . . . , ir .
The set of r cochains is naturally an Abelian group with the addition defined com-
ponentwise. We shall denote the group of r cochains by Cr(U,F). We next define
a coboundary map
∂ : Cr(U,F)→ Cr+1(U,F); (∂f )i0,...,ir =
r∑
j=0
(−1)j resfi0,...,îj ,...,ir .
In the sum, res is the restriction from Ui0,...,îj ,...,ir to Ui0,...,ir . Notice that the condi-
tion (8.1) is being satisfied for ∂f . We now form the ˇCech complex:
0 −→ C1(U,F) −→ C2(U,F) −→ · · ·
and we define:
Definition 8.3. The ˇCech cohomology Hˇ i(U,F), i  0, is the homology ker∂/im∂
of this complex at Ci+1(U,F).
An important feature of ˇCech cohomology is that for suitable coverings it equals
the singular cohomology of X and hence it can be used as a tool to compute sin-
gular cohomologies whose definition is abstract. A covering U of X is acyclic if
all the nonempty finite intersections of elements U ∈ U are acyclic. The following
comparison theorem is well known:
Theorem 8.4 (see [7, Theorem 15.8]). Suppose that X is a trianglizable topological
space and that U is a finite acyclic covering of X. Then
Hi(X,A) = Hˇ i(U, A),
for all i  0 and an abelian group A.
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We recommend the books by Bott and Tu [7] for comprehensive treatment of the
subject and the by Lang [10] for a concise discussion.
8.3. Spectral sequences
In one of the proofs later on, we will need to compute singular cohomology using
a covering which is not acyclic. The tool of spectral sequences is designed for this
purpose.
The notion of spectral sequences may seem highly unintuitive at first. To gain
insight into the subject, we refer the reader to few sources. The book by Bott and
Tu [7] discusses comprehensively the motivations and the many applications of this
notion. It approaches spectral sequences using the description of Massey, which is
brief but not transparent. Dieudonne´ [11] discusses the historical background, and
explains the ideas of Leray, who was the first to invent spectral sequences, as were
explained by Koszul. Compared to Massey’s description, this is longer, but more
transparent account. A similar, but more concise account can be found in Lang [10].
A spectral sequence consists of the following data:
• A sequence of abelian groups Erp,q , for r = 1, 2, 3, . . ., and for integers p, q  0.
• Maps dr : Erp,q → Erp+r,q−r+1, such that dr ◦ dr = 0. The group Er+1p,q is identi-
fied with the homology (i.e. the kernel modulo the image) of dr at Erp,q .
• A sequence of abelian groups En, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each group comes with a fil-
tration
Fp+1En ⊆ FpEn ⊆ · · · ⊆ F 0En = En.
Let us define grpEn = FpEn/Fp+1En.
• The relation between the En’s and the Erp,q ’s can be described as follows: For
every p and q, the sequence stabilizes for sufficiently large r (viz. r = max{q +
2, p}): The differentials dr to and from Erp,q become 0, hence Erp,q becomes
identified with Er+1p,q . We thus denote E∞p,q := Erp,q , for r ' 1. Then
E∞p,q = grpEp+q . (8.2)
One way to think of a spectral sequence in the following. We want to compute the
groups En, which are difficult to compute. On the other hand, the groups Erp,q are
computable. The spectral sequence is giving a sequence of “approximations" Erp,q to
theEn’s, which improve as r becomes large. To be more precise, we can only achieve
the computation of the graded pieces gr•E•, which is not sufficient information to
recover E•. If, however, all the above groups are vector spaces over a field k, then
we have:
dimk En =
n∑
i=0
dimk E∞i,n−i .
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In many applications we start the spectral sequence from E2p,q and we compute from
them the rest of the data. To state the relation (8.2), we write
E2p,q ⇒ Ep+q .
We are interested in the following application of spectral sequences to cohomology
theory:
Theorem 8.5 (see [7, Theorem 15.9]). Let X be a trianglizable topological space
and suppose that U is a finite open covering of X. Let A be an abelian group.
Then there is a spectral sequence havingE2p,q = Hˇ p
(
U,H
q
A
)
andEn = Hn(X,A).
Notationally,
Hˇ p
(
U,H
q
A
)⇒ Hp+q(X,A).
Remark 8.6. Let us see how this implies that the ˇCech cohomology of an acyclic
covering equals the singular cohomology. Since U is acyclic, HiA = 0, for i > 0,
and H0A = A. Thus E2p,0 = Hˇ p(U, A), while E2p,q = 0, for q > 0. It follows that
E∞p,q = Erp,q = E2p,q , for all r  2. This implies that griEp = E∞i,p−i = 0, unless
i = p. In particular, Ep = F 0Ep = F 1Ep = · · · = FpEp = E∞p,0 = E2p,0. This is
precisely what we wanted to prove.
9. Proofs of the topological statements
Proof of Theorem 6.1. This is probably a standard result, but since we could not find
a reference, we give here. Let N be the union of the Ui . We can compute the coho-
mology of N using the acyclic covering U = {Ui}. First assume that the total inter-
section is nonempty. Then the nerve is just a simplex and Hˇ d(U,Z) = Hd(N) =
0. Suppose now that x ∈ S −N and set Mx = M − {x}. Then the inclusion ∂M ⊆
N ⊂ Mx induces the maps in cohomology,
Hd(Mx) −→ Hd(N) −→ Hd(∂M). (9.1)
But the extreme groups are isomorphic to Z and the map between them is an isomor-
phism, thus it cannot factor through 0. This contradiction shows that N = S, proving
the “only-if” part in (6.1). Conversely, suppose that ⋂Ui is empty. By induction
(applied to the faces) all the intersections⋂i /=i0 Ui are nonempty. Thus the nerve is
a hollow simplex (i.e., all its the faces are without interior) and thus Hˇ d(U,Z) =
Hd(N) ( Z. In particular N /= S, which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is simple. Every orthant can
contain at most one connected component of
⋂
Ui , due to orthantwise convexity.
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Thus the number of connected components is the number of orthants that intersect⋂
Ui .
It remains to show that (b) and (c) are equivalent to (a). We begin with (a)⇒
(b). The proof of this implication will be done by induction on n. For n = 0, the
assertion is trivial. Suppose now that n > 0. We embed ι : Pn−1p ↪→ Pnp by sending
[x1, . . . , xn] → [0, x1, . . . , xn], and we shall henceforth identify H := Pn−1p as a
subset of Pnp via this embedding. The complement of H is the affine patch A0 =
α0(R
n
p), and we shall identify it with Rnp via α0. Furthermore, U0 ⊆ A0 does not
intersect H and by (a) we can write H =⋃i1 U ′i , where U ′i = Ui ∩H .
To use the induction hypothesis, we must show that U ′i are orthantwise convex in
Pn−1p and that each U ′i is contained in an affine patch A′π(i), where A
′
i , 1  i  n,
are the standard affine patches of Pn−1p and π is a permutation. The second part is
clear since A′i = Ai ∩H are the n affine patches. To show orthantwise convexity of
the U ′i we proceed as follows. Let O be an the orthant of H . Then O itself is an
absolutely convex subset of Pnp , and in addition it is contained in the boundary of
p different orthants O1, . . . , Op of Pnp . In each Oi , the signs of x1, . . . , xn reduce
to the signs determined by O. We have U ′i ∩O = Ui ∩O = Ui ∩Oj ∩O. The first
equality follows from O ⊂ H . The set Ui ∩Oj ∩O is absolutely convex because
Ui ∩Oj and O are. This shows that the U ′i satisfy the induction hypothesis with
respect to H .
By the induction hypothesis, the intersection U′ :=⋂U ′i has pn−1 connected
components, in bijection with the orthants of H . Since U′′ :=⋂i1 Ui is an open
extension of U′, it intersects every orthant of Pnp . It remains to show that this is also
true for U = U′′ ∩ U0.
Here is where cohomology comes into play. We have a collection of open subsets
Bi = Ui ∩ Rnp ⊆ Rnp, 1  i  n, such that (i) their intersection has one convex com-
ponent in each orthant of Rnp and (ii) their union together with U0 is Rnp. We need to
show that the total intersection
⋂
Bi ∩ U0 still has nonempty intersection with every
orthant. Each set Bi is a union of p disjoint open connected components, determined
by the sign of xi . Let us denote these components by Bri , where ζ r is the sign of xi ,
ζ being a fixed primitive pth root of unity. Consider the covering U of Rnp consisting
of all the Bri , 1  r  p, 1  i  n, together with U0.
We will explain now why this covering is acyclic. The only intersections possibly
available are Bi11 ∩ Bi22 ∩ · · · ∩ Binn and Bi11 ∩ Bi22 ∩ · · · ∩ Binn ∩ U0 and their sub-
intersections. We shall denote them briefly by (i1, . . . , in) and (i1, . . . , in,+) respec-
tively, putting ir = 0 if Br is not participating. The set U0 contains the
standard point e0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]. Thus [1, x0, . . . , xn] → [1, tx0, . . . , txn] is a
deformation retract of U to e0, showing that U0 is acyclic. We claim that the intersec-
tion X := (i1, . . . , ir , 0, . . . , 0,+) (when ij > 0, r < n) must contain a point Q =
[1, ξ1, . . . , ξr , 0, . . . , 0] with sign(xi) = ζ ri . This follows by applying the induction
hypothesis to the space P rp embedded in Pnp by [x0, . . . , xr ] ↪→[x0, . . . , xr , 0, . . . , 0]
and to the covering {Ui ∩ P rp}ri=0. By orthantwise convexity, every point in X can
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‘see’ Q through a straight line, so X is a star-shaped set, whence its acyclicity. The
same argument also shows the acyclicity of (i1, . . . , ir , 0, . . . , 0), for r < n. We are
left with the case r = n. But the the sets (i1, . . . , in) and (i1, . . . , in,+) are convex
subsets of some orthant, therefore acyclic.
We can now use the ˇCech cohomology of U to study the n− 1 st cohomology
of Rnp, which is obviously trivial if n > 1, and of rank 1 if n = 1. We shall take the
cohomology over the ring Z[ζ ]. Suppose, by contradiction that⋂Bi ∩ U0 does not
intersect a specific orthant. Then the intersection (i1, . . . , in,+) is empty for some
i1, . . . , in. Let C˜n be the subgroup of Cˇn(U,Z[ζ ]) of cochains taking the value 0
on intersections (i1, . . . , in−1,+). Consider the ˇCech cochain χ ∈ C˜n, supported on
(i1, . . . , in) and which takes the value 1 there (with respect to some ordering). Then
its image under the differential map ∂ is 0 by the very fact that Bi11 ∩ · · · ∩ Binn ∩ U0
is empty. By definition, for any cochain c ∈ Cˇn−1(U,Z[ζ ]),
(∂c)i1,...,in =
n∑
r=1
(−1)rci1,...,îr ,...,in , (9.2)
where the subscript means evaluating the cochain at the intersection (i1, . . . , in).
Consider the homomorphism s : C˜n → Z[ζ ] given by
s(λ) =
∑
j1,...,jn
ζ j1+···+jnλj1,...,jn . (9.3)
Then it is readily verified that if p  2, s(∂c) = 0, using the fact that ∑pj=1 ζ j =
0. But since s(χ) = ζ i1,...,in /= 0, it follows that χ is not in the image of ∂ and
Hˇ n−1(U,Z[ζ ]) = Hn−1(Rnp)⊗ Z[ζ ] /= 0. This is a contradiction when n− 1 > 0.
If n− 1 = 0, the image of ∂ is 0 by definition, but there is another cochainψ in the
kernel, assigning the value 1 to eachBri and toU0. However,ψ is again killed by s, so
ψ and χ are linearly independent over Z[ζ ], showing that rankZ[ζ ]Hˇ 0(U,Z[ζ ]) > 1,
again a contradiction. This concludes the proof of (a)⇒ (b).
We turn to the proof of (b)⇒ (a). For each 0  r  n, there are
(
n+ 1
r + 1
)
stan-
dard embeddings of P rp in Pnp , by sending [x0, . . . , xr ] to any r + 1 coordinates of
Pnp . We will show that by assuming (b), for every r and for every standard image of
P rp in Pnp , the sets U0, . . . , Un cover P rp . We will proceed by induction on r .
In the case r = 0, we already assume that ei ∈ Ui , which is our claim. Suppose
that r > 0 and without loss of generality consider P rp embedded in Pnp through the
first r + 1 coordinates. There are r + 1 standard embeddings of P r−1p that map into
P rp ,H0, . . . , Hr . By the induction hypothesis they are covered by the setsU0, . . . , Un.
More precisely, Hi is already covered by U0, . . . , Ûi , . . . , Ur , since the other sets are
disjoint from Hi . Thus it remains to show that every point ξ = [ξ0, . . . , ξr ] ∈ P rp ,
with ξ0 . . . ξr /= 0, is covered by some Ui , 0  i  r . Let M be the closure of the
orthant containing ξ andN =⋃ri=1 Ui ∩M . We identifyM with the standard r-sim-
plex (spanned by e0, . . . , er ) by sending [v] to v/‖v‖1. This identification preserves
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straight lines, and hence convexity. Vi = Ui ∩M are convex subsets of the simplex
and
⋂
Vi is nonempty by (b). Since
⋃
Vi covers the boundary of K , Theorem
6.1 implies that it covers the whole simplex, and ξ in particular. This finishes the
induction and the proof. 
Remark 9.1. We emphasize once again that the proof breaks for p = 1 when we
say that s(∂c) = 0. The second part of the proof is true also for p = 1 and it is the
one implying the statement that some alternative must hold.
We next prove Theorem 6.15.
Proof of Theorem 6.15. The scheme of the proof will be (b)⇒ (c)⇒ (d)⇒ (b),
(a)⇒ (b) and (d)⇒ (a).
(b)⇒ (c)⇒ (d): As explained in lemma 6.10 the surjective map p : U → B is
a convex bundle. The same map pW = p|W exhibits W as a convex bundle over
p(W). Condition (b) precisely means that p(W) = B. Since both p and pW are
homotopy equivalences to B, then W ⊆ U is a homotopy equivalence, hence (b)⇒
(c). The implication (c)⇒ (d) is obvious; notice that dimB = m and B is compact.
(b)⇐ (d): Let O be a V-orthant. Then O defines a relative homology class
in Hr(P n2 , P
n
2 − U, F2) since its boundary does not intersect U . Hence it defines
a cohomology class cO ∈ Hn−r (U, F2) via the intersection pairing #:
cO(α) = α#O
for every n− r homology cycle α. Notice that n− r =∑j nj = m = dimB. There
is an m cycle α ∈ Zm(U) intersecting transversally every V-orthant; For example,
take α to be the image of a smooth section s to the map p : U → B, guaranteed by
Lemma 6.8. α generates then the homology Hm(U, F2) ( Hm(B, F2) ( F2. This
implies that cO is a generator of Hm(U, F2) ( Hn−r (W, F2). By (d), there is a
homology cycle β in W whose class generates Hm(W, F2) = Hm(U, F2), and β
may be considered as a cycle in U . As cO generates Hm(U, F2), cO(β) = β#O = 1,
which implies that indeed W ∩O is not empty. This proves (b).
(a)⇒ (b) and (d)⇒ (a). Denote by X =⋃ni=1 Wi . Consider the spectral se-
quences of the coverings W = {Wi} of X and U = {Ui} of Pn2 (cohomology is taken
with coefficients in F2),
E2pq(W) = Hˇ p
(
W,Hq
)⇒ Ep+q(W) = Hp+q(X, F2); (9.4)
E2pq(U) = Hˇ p
(
U,Hq
)⇒ Ep+q(U) = Hp+q(U, F2). (9.5)
The inclusionsWi ⊂ Ui induce a morphism of spectral sequencesE···(U)→ E···(W),
and E·(U)→ E·(W). We shall analyze the E2pq terms along the lines p + q = n−
1, p + q = n, and p + q = n+ 1. Clearly Hˇ p(W,Hq) = 0, when p > r , since this
covering consists of r + 1 sets, thus its nerve is a subcomplex of the r simplex.
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The same is true if q > m since by corollary 6.13, Hq vanishes. Since m+ r = n,
E2pq vanishes on the line p + q = n+ 1. On the line p + q = n there is only one
possibly nonzero element, Hˇ r (W,Hm). On the line p + q = n− 1 there are only
two possibly nonzero groups, Hˇ r−1(W,Hm) and Hˇ r (W,Hm−1).
We now compute the relevant E3p,q terms. Any position at which E2p,q = 0, also
E3p,q = 0 because it is a subquotient. We also have E3r,m = E2r,m because our analysis
shows that the differential complex at this position is
0 −→ E2r,m −→ 0.
The same argument is used to show that E4r,m = E3r,m, and by induction E∞r,m =
E
q
r,m = E2r,m for all q  2. Since E∞p,q vanishes otherwise on the line p + q = n,
we have a natural isomorphism to E∞r,m ( En:
Hˇ r (W,Hm) ( Hn(X, F2).
On computing ˇCech cohomology, the presheaf Hm assigns to the total intersection⋂
Wi the group Hm(W, F2). Since there are no intersections of r + 2 sets, the group
Hˇ r (W,Hm) is therefore a quotient of Hm(W, F2). The kernel of this quotient map
is the image of the ˇCech differential map. Thus it is generated by the images of the
maps Hm(W(j), F2)→ Hm(W, F2), where W(j) =⋂i /=j Wi , 0  j  r .
All the above discussion applies to the special case W = U. The morphism of
spectral sequences induces therefore a commutative diagram:⊕
j H
m(U(j), F2)
κ−→ Hm(U, F2) −→ Hn(P n2 , F2) ( F2,
↓ ↓ ↓⊕
j H
m(W(j), F2) −→
η
Hm(W, F2) −→ Hn(X, F2),
(9.6)
where the rows are exact. We next study this diagram more closely.
We claim that the vertical maps are surjective. Let us show first thatHm(U, F2)→
Hm(W, F2) is surjective. By quasi affineness, we may replace U with B and W with
C := p(W). B is a compact manifold of dimension m, hence it is a finite disjoint
union of m dimensional connected manifold Bi , and let Ci = C ∩ Bi . Then it is
enough to show that Hm(Bi, F2)→ Hm(Ci, F2) is surjective. But this is clear since
either Bi = Ci , or Hm(Ci, F2) = 0. A similar argument shows that the left column
map of (9.6) is surjective. The surjectivity of the right column follows from the
surjectivity in the middle.
To go any further we need to analyze the image of the map κ . More precisely
we will show that for every orthant O, the cohomology class cO is not in the image
of the map κ . Let d be the number of j such that nj = 0. Rearrange so that nj =
0, for j < d , and nj > 0, for j  d . If j  d , then Hm(U(j), F2) = 0 since then
U(j) is a convex bundle over a manifold of dimension smaller than m. Thus there
is no contribution from these terms to the image of κ . When d = 0 there is there-
fore nothing to prove. Suppose now that d = 1. Then U(0) is homotopically equiva-
lent toC :=∏j>0 Snj /{±1}whileU is homotopically equivalent toB =∏j>0 Snj .
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The inclusion U ⊂ U(0) maps under the projections to the natural quotient map B →
C. Since the latter map is a covering of degree 2 between connected manifolds, the
induced map in cohomology is 0. This settles the case d = 1. Next suppose that d >
1. Now B =∏jd Snj × {±1}d−1 and C =∏jd Snj × {±1}d−2. The map B →
C is the natural projection. Now, Hm(B, F2) ( Hm(C, F2)⊕Hm(C, F2) and the
map  : Hm(C, F2)→ Hm(B, F2) becomes the diagonal map x → (x, x). B is a
union of 2d−1 identical connected components, thus its cohomology Hm(B, F2) =
Fd−12 . The cohomology class cO becomes a standard vector, since O intersects only
one connected component of B. Define a trace map tr : Fd−12 → F2 as the sum of
the coordinates. Clearly the image of the diagonal map  vanishes under the trace.
However, tr(cO) /= 0. This shows that for every O, cO is not in the image of κ as
desired.
We can now conclude the proof. Assume that (a) is true. Then the right vertical
arrow of (9.6) is an isomorphism. Hence the classes cO which map to the nonzero
element of Hn(P n2 , F2), map to a nonzero element of H
m(W, F2), which was pre-
cisely what we needed above to show that W intersects O. This proves (b). Assume
now (d). The middle vertical arrow of (9.1) is an isomorphism, due to the duality
between homology and cohomology over a field. Since the left vertical arrow is
surjective, η cannot be surjective. Thus Hn(X, F2) /= 0. But this can occur for the n
dimensional manifold X if and only if it is compact. Equivalently, X = Pn2 , which is
(a). 
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